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Foreword 

 

My mother, Catherine Shumaker Brinson, did a great deal of genealogy 

research on both the Brinson and the Shumaker sides of my family. Her goal was to 

write a book of our genealogy, but the book was never written. She had many 

different interests, and there was always something shiny and new to distract her from 

that goal.  

After she passed last December, I’ve been going through her house, and have 

found an enormous amount of genealogical information for my Brinson, Terrell, 

Shumaker, and May families.  

One of the things that I found was this:  
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 I remember Mother telling me that she had repeatedly asked her dad to write 

for her an accounting of his trip from Indiana to Florida in a covered wagon. But I 

don’t remember ever seeing this folder before, or hearing the true story that he wrote, 

that’s contained in the folder. Maybe I did, but I don’t remember.  

So I’ve transcribed his narrative for this booklet in order to provide it for you. 

At the end of my transcription are photocopies of my grandfather’s original typed 

account of traveling in a covered wagon.  

Even if you’re not on the Shumaker side of my family, this is an interesting 

historical perspective of travel in the year 1899. I’ve updated some of his spellings to 

make it easier to read for modern readers. 

Born Joseph David Jesse Shumaker on August 8, 1895, my grandfather was 

the first child of Joseph Thomas Sherman Shumaker and his wife Florence Amanda 

Shuler. They also had three more children, Azel Bathsheba Shumaker, William Charles 

Shumaker, and Lee Donaldson Shumaker.  

My grandfather always went by the name “David”. As an adult, he dropped the 

name “Joseph”, and was known as David Jesse Shumaker. When his daughter 

Catherine asked him why he chose to drop Joseph instead of Jesse, he replied, “I like 

the initials D. J. better than J. D.”  

David Jesse Shumaker would have been four years old at the very beginning of 

this accounting, turning five shortly thereafter.  

My goal is to complete and organize the research that my mother, 

Catherine Shumaker Brinson, has already done, and write the genealogy book that she 

wanted to write. I will make it available to everyone who claims a connection to the 

Brinson, Terrell, Shumaker, and May families.  

Just so you know in advance, the amount of information I’ve gotten from my 

mother’s house will probably end up being made into several books… and it will 

definitely take a while.  

I’ll be keeping people involved in my process by email, so if you managed 

to get this booklet without signing up for my Genealogy email list, go to this link now 

and sign up – https://www.subscribepage.com/g0c4a7  

https://www.subscribepage.com/g0c4a7
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Please tell all your relatives about my mailing list so they can sign up and stay 

informed as well. Just send them this link – https://www.subscribepage.com/g0c4a7 

(And if you’re at all interested in my fiction writing, I hope you’ll take the 

opportunity while there to also sign up for my other two email lists. I’ll be sending 

occasional information about my soon-to-be published novels. Lightning on the 

Levee is the first book of my time travel series, and Dragon Moon is the first book of 

my medieval fantasy series written in collaboration with Glass Bridge Music.) 

This booklet is printable. Feel free to make yourself a hard copy.  

Would you love to know who all your cousins are? One thing that I would 

like to do is to create a directory of all descendants of my four sets of great-

grandparents. I’ll need your help with this, so look for an email about that soon.  

Thank you for reading! 

     Gail Brinson Ivey 

     September 25, 2019 

  

https://www.subscribepage.com/g0c4a7
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I TRAVELED FROM INDIANA TO FLORIDA 

IN A COVERED WAGON. 

 
David Jesse Shumaker 

 

My first memory of my mother was that she was very sick and that I was very 

frightened. This was the winter of 1898--1899. The house was full of relatives and 

friends. There was a kind of whispered silence that filled the house with a feeling of 

coming disaster.  

The Doctor told Daddy that he should take mother south where the winters 

were not so severe, as it was his belief that the winters of Indiana were too cold and 

damp for her, and that was the reason she had these sick spells every winter, and they 

were getting worse every winter.  

We lived in the hills of Indiana. Daddy ran a cross-roads country store, one of 

those old time stores where you could buy any-thing from a hair-pin to a barrel of 

flour.  

We lived in a house built of hewn poplar logs, with a huge fire-place made of 

field-stones. There was the barn, the storage shed, the smoke house, the spring house 

and the ever present ash hopper, where the hard wood ashes were used to make lye to 

be used in soap making.  

Daddy farmed a bit, made brick, cut lime-stone from an ancient quarry on the 

place, ran a small saw-mill and did building and construction work.  

Early in the spring of 1899 Daddy made a light van type frame to fit the wagon 

box covering it with canvas. Mother said she would like to go to Florida, and that she 

would like to drive through. Her father had made several trips out west hauling 

freight. She said, “We will drive all the way from here to Florida and I will get well.” 

So Florida was our destination.  

There was quite a bit of excitement about the neighbor-hood when it was 

learned that we were heading for Florida and that we intended to drive. It seemed that 
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a lot of the older set had the idea that out-side Indiana was a wild and dangerous land 

where roamed dangerous out-laws, and bands of un-friendly Indians who would 

commit hideous crimes just for their amusement.  

These tails impressed my sister and I very much and before the first week of 

preparations we were afraid to venture even out among the apple trees of the orchard 

lest we would get scalped or carried away to some faraway place and be mistreated.  

Daddy was a camera fiend of the old school, having one he made. A ponderous 

apparatus for making pictures up to ten by twelve inches. This was to go along for 

who knows we might be in need of an income be-fore our trip was ended. It could be 

used to keep the wheels rolling toward Florida if he could find anybody that would 

pay or trade for having their pictures made.  

There was considerable excitement in the neighborhood as the day of departure 

drew near, friends and relatives dropping in to wish us a safe trip, and praying that 

nothing serious would be-fall us as we traveled through the un-tamed south.  

At the last moment Daddy’s brother and his wife and mother’s brother who 

was single decided to go along. Daddy’s brother uncle John in a light spring wagon 

and Sam in an old surrey with the back seat out, and sides made of canvass making a 

nice rig to travel in. Uncle Sam had a good saddle horse which was to be used as he 

said for reconnoiter work.  

On a cool crisp Monday morning in early spring the last good byes were said 

and we were off on our great adventure.  

During our first few days of travel Mother was in good spirits. She said, “Why I 

feel better all ready”. It was very interesting indeed to be seeing new things all the 

time as we traveled along. Sister and I fought for the best observation location untill 

we were assigned to our own little place as Daddy put it.  

Sometime during the first week we came across a beautiful branch running 

across the road. Uncle Sam came about to un-rein the horses so they could drink, but 

they just snorted at the water. Uncle Sam scooped up a hand-full and tasted it, then 

spat it out and said, “good lord it is as salty as can be and smells like fish and saddle 

leather”. Where-upon he set out to see where such water was coming from. It was not 

long before he called and said “Come up here I’ve found it”. There was a pipe with 

salt water coming from it and inside of that there was another pipe with a trickle of 
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foul smelling oil dripping into an old barrel. Sister and I ask many how come 

questions as to how could salt water and grease as black and stinking as that come 

from the ground in the same place. I suppose we were satisfied with the answers we 

got for we let the matter drop for the present anyhow. 

We came to the Ohio River one Saturday after-noon and camped over Sunday. 

We never traveled on Sunday. Daddy believed in his Sunday prayer service, something 

we all enjoyed. Early Monday morning we crossed the river on a ferry boat driven by 

the current of the stream. Sister and I could not see what made the boat go and ask 

the man. He told us that he had a big fish down there that pushed it along. We were 

thrilled at crossing the river on a boat but we couldn’t swallow the fish story. 

Once we camped beside a brook that flowed into a small lake, as there was 

good pasture around the lake and we were miles from the nearest farm house we 

decided to stay there for a few days and let the horses rest. We found that there were 

many fish in the lake just waiting for someone to drop in a baited hook. It was fun 

fishing and we sure enjoyed eating our catches. When time to leave came we were 

reluctant to leave such a paradise.  

We camped for a few days at Mammoth Cave Kentucky where Daddy set up 

his picture machine, as the people around that neighborhood called the camera. 

Daddy made many pictures for the people there, some coming for many miles to have 

photographs made of their people. They were very friendly, a nice lot of people.  

Daddy would take almost anything that we could use as payment. When it was 

time to move along we all had a well-stocked larder, and everybody was happy.  

We traveled on through Kentucky into Tennessee crossing many rivers and 

streams on very narrow and rickety bridges, quite often not looking safe to cross with 

our load we would get out and walk across. Some we had to ford which were deep 

enough to be scary to us children, and I wouldn’t be surprised that there were some 

grown-ups that were not so comfortable in their shoes.  

Some times where we stopped the people thought we were gypsies and kept a 

skinned eye on us. I wouldn’t be surprised if they didn’t keep a look on the hen-house 

door as long as we were in the county. May-be they would keep their children and 

horses locked up too.  
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One evening after we had made camp by the side of a murmuring brook that 

meandered through a beautifull wood-land meadow, and we were enjoying the peace 

and quiet of nature and the virgin forest land, Uncle John broke the spell with a shot 

from his rifle. This in its self was not a new experience, but this time a deer with an 

immense set of antlers ran out half way across the clearing and fell. Now there was 

sure some excitement in camp for quite some time for none of us had ever saw a deer 

before.  

The part of Alabama we were now traveling through was very thinly settled, 

sometimes it would be half a day between farm houses. Most of the people were very 

friendly but once in a while we would meet up with a character who seemed to believe 

that we were out to do him and his bodily harm. Once after we had made camp and 

were getting settled for the night a fellow rode up and said that he lived a ways down 

the road and that he had told his old woman that them folks didn’t mean no good and 

that there was a much better camping site on down the road a ways and it would be 

better for us to move on down the road as he nor his wife catered to straingers 

especially Yankees. The rifle he had laying across his saddle was very convincing so 

we broke camp while he looked on from a distance. And when we were on the way 

again he followed along behind untill it was growing dark then he turned and left us 

be. This was the first time that we were forced to make camp after night-fall. Here to 

fore we all-ways found a satisfactory place in the late after-noon. Here was no water 

for the horses and no grass either, just barren rocky land with a few stunted trees.  

We moved leisurely through this part of Alabama and this fellow was the only 

one of that caliber we came across. It was late summer now we were near a Decatur, a 

thriving city in central Alabama. Daddy decided that it would be a very good place to 

stay a while as we were having some bad weather. The horses needed rest and pasture. 

And we were short on cash. Daddy decided that as there seemed to be an opening in 

the rail-road shops for skilled labor and as he and my two uncles were considered first 

class carpenters back in Indiana they would try for jobs there. This was a success, and 

all three were given jobs. Daddy secured us an apartment with a family by the name of 

Noble, a widower with two daughters, one about my age and one in her teens, we had 

a nice place and the Nobles were nice people. Mr. Noble worked at the rail-road 

shops also, he was a boiler maker.  

We set up the camera and mother made the pictures and daddy did the 

finishing after he came home in the evening. Mother was growing stronger all the time 
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and was gaining weight. Daddy was very happy as were all the rest of the party. Mr. 

Noble had hosts of friends and we all had the time of our lives.  

One morning Daddy and I went to see how the horses were doing and when 

we came to the pasture land old John one of our horses was doing his best to get out, 

and the other one was nowhere to be found. Daddy turned old John out and he 

started up the road, about a mile he turned in where there was some dilapidated farm 

buildings and whinnied and was answered by Old Rose his team mate, on 

investigation we discovered that the building was pad-locked and no one answered at 

the house. Uncle Sam stayed there and Daddy and I went home where I was left with 

the mystery of the stolen horse still un-solved. There was quite a lot of excitement 

about the house until Uncle Sam and Daddy returned late that after-noon with all of 

our horses. Sister and I heard them talking about a sheriff going there and getting the 

horse and then taking the man away some-where with him. It seemed that we children 

were not supposed to know anything about the climax of the incident.  

It being late in December it was decided that it was time for us to move on. So 

in a few days we set out on the final leg of our journey.  

We traveled south from Decatur with leisurely strides, but in spite of our slow 

progress one of our horses was showing signs of fatigue, making it necessary for us to 

travel slow, and there was quite a bit of excitement all through the caravan at being so 

near our destination and having a horse go sick on us. 

While we were staying in Decatur Uncle Sam met and married a very nice lady 

and from the very first Aunt Jennie was her enemy and she did every thing in her 

power to cause friction. One morning Aunt Jenny pitched a big one because Aunt 

Mary had put some sweet potatoes in the coals of the camp fire the night before so 

we could have baked sweet potatoes for dinner. Finally after Aunt Jennie had ran out 

of any more a-busive language she ended up with, “I wouldn’t be caught in hell with 

that woman”. “Don’t worry I won’t be there to bother you”. Were the only words 

that Aunt Mary had said during the whole holocaust. Aunt Jennie looked daggers at 

her clinched her fist as if to go in-to a life or death combat, by that time Uncle John 

and Uncle Sam were between the women, and aunt Jennie declared that she would 

not go another step with that woman along and Uncle Sam said that would be fine. 

She said she never wanted to come along any-how, said she and John wanted to go to 
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Indian Territory, that day we separated and that was the last we were to see of Uncle 

John and Aunt Jennie for many years to come. 

After Aunt Jennie left things ran much smoother. Finally the saddle horse was 

put in harness and the ailing horse was led behind the wagon.  

We reached a small settlement called Natural Bridge Alabama a few miles north 

of the Alabama Florida state line. Here we met a man who had a brother down in 

Florida and said that he had been wanting to go see his brother for some years now, 

that he was down there doing some surveying round about his brother’s neighbor-

hood, and that if we would allow him he would be glad to go along and be of as much 

assistance to us in getting located as was in his power. His wife suggested that the 

families stay with her while the men go on down in Florida and stake out their home-

steads and file the claims at De Funiak Springs. It was nasty weather cold with drizzly 

rain, nice weather for January in this part of the country. So it was that the first fair 

day the men saddled up and were off. It seemed like months before they returned, but 

really it was less than three weeks. Leaving our ailing horse with these good people we 

started on the last leg of our long journey. 

We stopped for a day or two at De Funiak Springs then we were off to our new 

home in the flat woods of north-west Florida. A land of virgin pine forests and good 

neighbors.  

 

 

D. J. SHUMAKER. 

 RT. #2 

 CHIPLEY FLORIDA. 
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Page 1. Photocopy of David Jesse Shumaker's original typed account of traveling by covered wagon. 
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Page 2. Photocopy of David Jesse Shumaker's original typed account of traveling by covered wagon. 
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Page 3. Photocopy of David Jesse Shumaker's original typed account of traveling by covered wagon. 
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Page 4. Photocopy of David Jesse Shumaker's original typed account of traveling by covered wagon. 
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Page 5. Photocopy of David Jesse Shumaker's original typed account of traveling by covered wagon. 
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Page 6. Photocopy of David Jesse Shumaker's original typed account of traveling by covered wagon. 
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Page 7. Photocopy of David Jesse Shumaker's original typed account of traveling by covered wagon. 
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Page 8. Photocopy of David Jesse Shumaker's original typed account of traveling by covered wagon. 
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THINK OF THESE THINGS. This was in the same file folder with the covered wagon story.  
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Photo of the Joseph T. S. Shumaker family taken about 1907 

 

 
 

Joseph Thomas Sherman Shumaker (seated) with his wife, Florence Amanda 

Shuler Shumaker, and their children (oldest to youngest): Joseph David Jesse 

Shumaker (1895), Azel Bathsheba Shumaker (1896), William Charles Shumaker 

(1904), Lee Donaldson Shumaker (1906).  
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Children of David Jesse Shumaker 

David Jesse Shumaker married Catherine Edna May in May of 1918 just a few 

days before he left for WWI. Their children:  

Robert David Shumaker (1922) 

Harry Edward Shumaker (1923) 

Catherine May Shumaker (1927) 

George Carroll Shumaker (1943) 
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